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A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

March, 1994

1993 RESIST Grants
This is our annual special issue of
the newsletter, listi.ng the gran-ts, loans,
and donor-directed gran"ts we gave out
in 1993. .Each grant listi.ng is accompanied by a brief descripti.on of the
project for which Resist funds were
used.
Each year in this issue we try to
provide a perspecti.ve on world and
national even-ts as seen from the vantage point of the RESIST office, and
we summarize some of the projects
we've been engaged in over the year.
Of course, any essay surveying a year
of events is bound to reflect what's
most on the minds of those who write
it, with our individual worries and
theories, and this is no exception.
Thanks to everyone for sending in
photos to use in this special issue ofthe
newsletter. We'll get them back to you
as soon as possible. And, as always, we
love to receive your letters and photos,
which we'll use in the newsletter when
we can.

1993

was, to. say the least, a
confusmg year. As we
adjusted to the realities of life in the
United States with a president from the
Democratic Party (who reneged on
promises, made untenable compromises, and backtracked on every important
issue) most of us had to reexamine our

The Rio Maria Committee, which supports community groups in Brazil, sponsored a visit from Father
.Ricardo Reunde, who spoke about violence against farmers, union organizers and church members.
·Madeleine Adriance of the Committee translated. Photo: Mev Puleo.

involvement in the national political
process, and reassert our commitment
to grassroots activism in our local comm uni ties. At the same time we witnessed, through an unprecedented 'level
of documentation, the ongoing horror
of the war in Bosnia and the devastation of Haiti (to name only two sites of
horrific violence in a particularly
bloody year throughout much of the
world). These realities cry out for our
engagement, yet the possibilities for
effective action are difficult to grasp.
In this summary of some of the
most critical areas of concern for progressives, we want to encourage all of

our supporters (and ourselves) to work
toward building coalitions to address
our diverse needs, interests, and goals.
As we begin to comprehend the global
threat of ethnic and racial hatreds, environmental contamination, economic
collapse, and anti-immigrant/refugee
backlash it is dear that these coalitions
must include a renewed and vigorous
effort to connect community groups
across borders and around the globe.

Violence Pervades U.S.
In the domestic arena, violence
against women continued to escalate. In
continued on next page
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Massachusetts alone, one woman was
killed every 10 days, up from one murder every 22 days in 1990. Organizing
to stop the violence also increased. It
involved women of all backgrounds,
with a new vigilance and activism
developing among recent immigrants,
Asian Americans, and Latinas. Yet the
focus of activism remained rescue: providing shelter and support for victims
of violence; and did not significantly
address prevention and change. Meanwhile, a movement is emerging that
blames "violent" women and men
equally for domestic abuse, a movement
frightening in its failure to comprehend
the roots of male violence in our militarist, competitive, and individualistic
culture. While we recognize that
women can and do commit violent
acts, it is essential that we counter this
trend to downplay the societal assumption that men have the right to control
women.
An anti-feminist backlash against
women who are organizing against rape
and domestic violence was coupled,
over the last year, with increased attacks
on gays and lesbians, and well-funded
and organized campaigns by the Christian right to eliminate abortion rights,
oppose sex education, reverse the civil
rights gains made by lesbians and gays,
and turn back environmental laws.
The religious right also focused its
ire on culture and the arts. In Cobb
County, Georgia, an anti-gay ordinance
restricting funding to those arts organizations failing to denounce gay "lifestyles" was soon followed by legislation
eliminating all arts funding for the
county. As Brian Britt wrote recently in
The Nation, the Georgia events foreshadow new efforts to achieve censorship through defunding. {In fact, the
Georgia state Senate last month directed Georgia Public Television to cease
airing Armistead Maupin's Tales of the
City, and threatened to withold state
funding including a $20 million dollar
building project for public TY.)
Lesbian and gay activists, artists,
and everyone concerned about these
assaults on free expression must look to
the experiences of communities in
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Georgia, Oregon, Colorado, and elsewhere, as we strategize proactive methods of protecting and expanding our
rights.
The Oregon Citizens Alliance
{OCA), for example, initiated a concerted campaign to rescind anti-discrimination protections for lesbians and
gay men. Their "no special rights"
approach is being copied around the
country. Activists in Oregon point out
that while the OCA lost in November,
the margin was narrow, and only held
in urban areas. The right is shifting its
focus to rural areas, and planning a
strategy to win local anti-gay ordinances, and pack school boards and
town councils. At the same time, the
Wise Use Movement is working in rural
areas of the state to reverse environmental protections.
.
As our colleagues at A Territory
Resource (Seattle-based progressive funder) point out, progressive activists
must begin to understand the climate
in which this right-wing organizing is
taking place, particularly with respect to
rural areas. The decline of mining, timber, and agricultural industries has
eroded traditional blue collar jobs in
the Northwest. In the Northeast, we are
seeing similar job loss in the fishing
industry as our fish resources dwindle.
Rural people are rapidly becoming disen fran ch is ed, as they watch their
communities slipping into poverty. If
we are to counter right-wing organizing, progressives must build urban/ rural
alliances, listen to rural people as they
express their needs, and organize in
rural communities around local economic issues.

Reproductive Rights and Health Care
The pronounced increase in violence in all parts of the country includes
violent attacks on abortion clinics,
threats and intimidation of personnel,
and even the murder of a doctor who
performed abotions. While we abhor
these acts, we question the strategy of
the National Organization for Women,
which was successful in its campaign to
use the RICO law to prosecute antiabortion activists. RICO's anti-conspiracy provisions are too dangerous to our
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own right to protest illegitimate authority. Instead, the violence on the part of
the extreme right calls for organized
coalition work to expand access to abortions, to support the hospitals and doctors who continue to perform abortions, and to improve clinic defense. At
the same time, we need to actively organize against violent vigilantism, and
violence in our society at all levels. And
here we want to point out that at each
demonstration on the part of the
extreme right, whether against gays in
Oregon, or at clinics across the country,
counter protesters have outnumbered
right-wing activists.
Women fared poorly in 1993, with
more and more of us struggling j us~ to
get by. Our salaries remained low, our
health concerns continued to be a low
priority, and, especially for women of
color, we were diagnosed with serious
illnesses (such as AIDS) later than men,
and succumbed to those illnesses earlier.
While activists made significant gains in
increasing federal funding for r~earch
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into breast cancer, other areas of
women's health remained unexamined,
and the money that was allotted was
primarily directed toward cure rather
than prevention.
We need a single-payer health care
system that addresses basic needs of all
people (new proposals call for the exclusion of undocumented immigrants
from national health insurance, while at
the same time making requirements for
·legal immigration more restrictive) and
focuses on prevention. The Clinton
administration's health care proposals
fall far short in this regard.
While drugs are the number one
issue of concern to most people in this
country (according to almost every
recent poll), we have seen very little
done to address the causes of drug use
and drug-related crime. As this issue
went to press it appeared the Clinton
adminstration does want to direct more
money to drug treatment. At the same
time, responsible legalization of some
drugs-which would vastly reduce
drug-related crime-was quickly shot
down when the idea was espoused by
Surgeon General Dr. Jocelyn Elders.
We are saddened to watch the
development of "walled cities," socalled "tougher" crime legislation
(including restrictions on appeals of
death sentenc<!S, new calls for use of the
death penalty, and "three strikes and
you're out" policies) and increased
imprisonment rather than serious
efforts to improve educational and
employment p9ssibilities for everyone.
Our movements must continue to
oppose the criminalization and imprisonment of people based on addiction,
poverty, race, or whether one is documented or not. Instead we need to participate actively in re-defining "crime"
and who the criminals are, and strategize to expand the rights of threatened
groups-rather than allowing fear to
delude any of us into thinking we can
lock away crime and violence, or wall
ourselves away, when our very society
promotes that same crime and violence.
Peace Movement at Home

and Abroad
Following the demise of the Cold
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The "Ocho de Mano" Women's Theatre Project of Managua, Nicaragua came to the U.S. at the invitation
of the Wisconsin Coordinating Council on Nicaragua to present performances about violence against
women. Between performances the theatre group met with local domestic violence activists and others.
Photo: WCCN.

War as a prop to support a militarized
world, it would seem that economic
conversion activists would begin to
have an easier time convincing politicians and corporate bosses of the virtue
of their goals. Yet, of course, it hasn't
worked that way. The Peace Development Fund (which supports a range of
economic conversion projects) reports
that communities are being driven to
economic crisis by base closures, manufacturing layoffs, lack of access to
retraining programs, and inability to
identify alternative industries ... all aggravated by high unemployment, and
ongoing revelations of the military's
horrendous toxic legacy.
Peace activists must re-think their
strategies. Conversion proposals must
consider wages and employment levels,
the environmental impact of new
industries, and methods to ensure equitable distribution of benefits. Informed
and organized communities must work
together to build equitable relationships
between people and with the environment. The peace movement must
focus, as well, on the realities of contemporary violence, including that
fueled by ethnic and racial hatred, economic inequities, and misogyny.
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The fight to end discrimination
against gays and lesbians in the military
overshadowed attempts by the lesbian
and gay left to counter militarism,
though anti-militarist activists did make
their presence known at the April
March on Washington for Lesbian and
Gay Rights. However, it was difficult to
frame the issues in terms that clearly
denounced the racism, sexism, and
anti-gay policies of the military while
continuing to support lesbian and gay
rights.
Meanwhile, lesbians and gay men,
along with the rest of the peace movement, struggled to address the role, if
any, that the U.S. and U.N. should play
in Bosnia, Haiti, Somalia, the Middle
East, the former Soviet Union, and elsewhere. Clearly·the notion of non:-intervention is an illusion, given the myriad
ways the U.S. is deeply involved in all
these regions. In Haiti, for example, our
government has continually worked to
undermine exiled President JeanBertrand Aristide, despite all rhetoric to
the contrary. In Russia, we have supported President Yeltsin, despite his
despotic tendencies, and seem only
concerned with ensuring a supply of
continued on next page
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cheap labor and raw materials, as well
as exploiting potential new markets for
our products.
Political instability in the former
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and
the (real) fear that North Korea, Iraq,
and Libya have nuclear capabilities, are
being used by government and industry
hawks to lobby for maintaining a
pumped up military budget, keeping
U.S. armed forces present throughout
the world, and promoting militarist
attitudes amongst our youth.

The Free Marketeer's Agenda
Clinton's and big business' victory
with the North American Free Trade
Agreement, and U.S. goals for the
GATT talks make it all the more clear
that moral or ethical concerns are last
on this administration's agenda. Instead,
the U.S. is determined to shift economic decision-making power out of the
hands of elected bodies, working people, and the poor. So the huge gap
between the wealthy who might benefit
from NAFTA, and the majority of
Mexicans and U.S. workers who will
lose, was of little consequence.
Similarly, the fate of citizens of the
former Yugoslavia, who are now starving and freezing to death as they dodge
sniper fire, is of minor concern. Somalia, the Sudan, and Haiti are also conflicts with marginal impact on the
reshaping of the global economy that
our government is intent on pursuing.
Unfortunately, at this moment we
cannot expect to have a dear vision of
the directions our movement must go.
Traditional categories are no longer
applicable, and even our means of communication are disappearing. We at
RESIST, mourn the loss of a number of
publications that we counted on to
keep us educated, informed, and connected to a larger community of
activists. For this reason, we take our
role seriously, as a place where such
connections can occur. Through our
grant-making program we enable some
groups to survive and others to embark
on new projects, including projects that
assess the state of our movement and
chart a new course. Through our
Page Four

newsletter we keep one another
informed of local issues in different
parts of the country, and internationally, and help people make links across
boundaries of race, gender, and class.

Local and Global Activism
From our point of view, one of the
most promising developments in 1993
was the extensive cross-border organizing that took place in opposition to
NAFTA As U.S., Canadian, and Mexican. activists informed each other of our
economic, environmental, and political
interdependence we forged valuable
bonds that will enable us to continue
working together. We must hold our
politicians and industry leaders
accountable, and prevail upon them to
make good on promises to protect and
dean up the environment; protect and
expand the rights of workers; and promote democratic and participatory
political processes.
Although the Chiapas revolt
occurred early this year, the disenfranchisement and despair of the indigenous people of Mexico, as well as the
majority of poor farmers and working
people of that country, go back through
many years of one-party, dictatorial
rule, rampant human rights abuses, and
failed attempts at economic and agricultural reforms. What is uplifting to
us, however, is the international solidarity that is springing up to support the
struggles in Chiapas, particularly
among indigenous people throughout
the Americas.
This global organizing around land
use and environmental issues must
deepen; and, we must become extremely cognizant of the various cultural values and beliefs represented within our
movements. Successful cross-border
organizing, like cross-cultural and
multi-racial organizing within the U.S.,
can only happen as we learn to respect
one another and seek, through sometimes difficult encounters, mutually
constructive strategies and goals.
Important coalition work is developing on several fronts. Urban and
rural people, people of color, and white
people organized around the idea of
environmental justice. Activists in soliRESIST Newsletter

clarity with Central America made new
connections with local housing and
anti-poverty activists, in both urban
and rural communities. And while the
National Pledge of Resistance is no
more, local and regional Pledge groups
continue to work, expan~ing their
agenda to include economic conversion
issues, AIDS and health care activism,
housing, and environmental issues.
We were sorry to witness the closure of several important peace and justice organizations including the Minnesota Peace and Justice Coalition, and
the national office of the Mobilization
for Survival. But, we are pleased to see
the expansion of a number of student
organizations around the country
focused on women's issues, racism, and
multicultural education. Some groups
are effectively researching the use of
government funds on college campuses
and organizing around what they've
learned.
We try to keep RESIST supporters
abreast of the grassroots activism that's
out there through our newsletter, and
we also want to name several other publications that are surviving, however
precariously, and need your support.
These include: Radical Teacher,
NACLA, Dollars & Sense, Radical
America, MERIP, Peace and Democracy News, Labor Notes, the Left Business Observer, and Sojourner, among
others. You can help by subscribing,
sending money, taking out ads for your
group's activities, and getting local
libraries to take out subscriptions.
While keeping oneself informed in
a rapidly changing world doesn't exactly
add up to a movement, it is clear to us
that important work is happening. And
we should keep in mind that the most
important changes are not always
immediately apparent. Growing public
acknowledgement of the enormous
impact of AIDS, of the right of women
to be free from abuse, of the complexities of sexual orientation, and of the
right of disabled people to have public
access everywhere-is happening
because we, in our communities, coalitions, and networks, pushed these issues
to the foreground. We intend to continue to do our work.
March, 1994

The 1993 grant-giving program
In 1993 RESIST gave out more
money than ever before - a total of
$110,283.75 to 155 groups. This
included 6 emergency grants to groups
that needed funds to organize quickly
called demonstrations, or to respond to
unforseen situations. In January of
1994, our hoard voted to raise our
grant ceiling from its current $800
maximum, to $1000. With this
increase we hope to give out approximately $130,000 a year for the next
several years.
As always, the majority of our
money came from residents of Massachusetts, California and New York,
accounting for over 57% of our donor
income. We're pleased to report (see
chart, right) that we fulfilled our goal of
spreading the money around to communities that need it most. For example, we achieved a hettet geographic
distribution of grants this year than last,
as well as a more equitable distribution
of grant money to groups working on
different issues. We did special outreach
to grassroots labor groups this year, and
it was effective. Grants to groups working around labor issues went up from
1.8% in 1992 to 5% in 1993, and
grants to NAFTAf economic justice projects accounted for another 5% of our
total grants. We continued to do outreach to many other sectors as well.
So where do we get our money?
From individual donors like yourselves.
In fact, 84% of our donors give us
$100 or less, while just 16% give us
over $100. Some of you are new supporters of RESIST, hut many of you
have been sending us money since we
began in 1967. You are a dedicated
group of people, many of you are
activists yourselves, and most of you
take the time to write and let us know
what you think of our work.
In addition to regular donations
and pledges, we received contributions
from Haymarket People's Fund of
Boston, and the Funding Exchange in
New York. We also received matching
grants from Lotus Development Corporation, Digital Equipment Corporation, and Apple Computer. Several of
our supporters made generous dona-

tions of stock. The Boston Women's
Community Radio project, which folded after more than ten years of work,
sent us a donation to help us continue
funding women's media projects.
Thanks to one of our donors, the Community Church of New York awarded
us their annual "national" social concerns allocation, an award we appreciated greatly.
Other than that
During 1993 we continued our celebration of RESIST's 25th Anniversary,
reprinting several articles in the ·
newsletter from RESIST's past, and
doing something new for us: organizing
an art show and cultural event that
brought together artists and community activists in a lively but too brief
exhibit in October. The ''Acts of Resistance: Making Community(ies)" project was a collaboration with Boston's
Mobius gallery, and included mail and
fax art, political quilts, an interactive
piece about AIDS, photography, and
videography. The very successful
"Evening of Haitian culture" resulted in
on-going collaboration between photographer Roberta Hayes and the
Somerville Haitian Coalition, a recent
RESIST grantee.
In the newsletter, we continued our
investigation of breast cancer and the
environment with an article in the
April, 1993 issue (reporting on a hearing in New York City on the relationship between breast cancer and pesticides, radiation, electromagnetic fields,
and other environmental contaminants). We're still sending out reprints
of that issue and our earlier overview of
the subject, and are pleased to be part
of a rapidly growing grassroots movement of cancer activists. In fact, 1993
was a boom year for requests to reprint
articles from our newsletter. Were usually happy to give permission for
reprints, but please call the office first.
Thanks!
And, we want to remind folks that
our guidelines are now available in
Spanish. For groups who send in their
proposal in Spanish, we'll need it one
week earlier so please call the office to
ch~k on application deadlines.

Grants Distribution
in 1993
By Issue Area*
I

C!iilfml

Centtal/Latin
America

28

(17.5%)

Women

17

(10.6%)

Community organiz..
ing/Anti-racist

16

(10.0%)

Peace/Anti-draft/
Anti-nuke

15

(9.4%)

Prisoners' Rights

15

(9.4%)

Lesbian/Gay

12

(7.5%)

Native American

9

(5.6%)

Health/AIDS

9

(5.6%)

NAFTA/
Ee.anomic Justice

8

(5.0%)

Labor

8

(5.0%)

Africa/Asia/
International

7

(4.4%)

Environmental

7

(4.4%)

Midd.le~t

3

(1.9%)

Students

3

(1.9%)

Cultural & Media

1

(.6%)

*Note: These are somewhat arbiuary divisions. Generally speaking, we group grants
accoidinging to the project our grant supported, not accotding to the group. So, fur
example, an environmental project done by
a Native American group might be listed
under Environmental, rather than under
Native American; a prison project done by a
student group might appear under Prisoner's
Rights, rather than Student.

Geographically
Midwest & Mt. stau:s

32

(20.0%)

(outside Boston)

23

(14.4%)

Califumia

21

(13.1%)

Boston area

20

(12.5%)

DC, MD, DE, PA, NJ 20

(12.5%)

Southern stares

18

{11.3%)

New York Stare
O~ WA,HI,AK

15

(9.4%)

11

(6~o)

New England

continued on page eleven
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Africa/Asia/International
Clergy & Laity Concerned/Nashville
Chapter (TN) $800 for the expenses of their Human Rights Awareness Month.
Colorado Coalition Against Apartheid
(Denver) $800 to cover the costs of
printing their newsletter, advertising a Film Festival, and producing
brochures for their Sister Community Project.
Friends of Bosnia (S. Hadley, MA)
$275 toward the expenses of a
march and rally in Boston, and
$525 for a public education and
letter writing campaign.
Irish Immigration Center (Boston,
MA) $500 for a fax machine.
Michigan Coalition for Human Rights
(Detroit) $800 toward printing and
copying costs of the Campaign to
Stop Apartheid's Violence.
PINTIG Cultural Group (Chicago, IL)
$700 for the expenses of their artistic workshops about Philippine
indigenous history and culture.

Central/Latin America

and the Caribbean
Boston CISPES Oamaica Plain, MA)
$755 for the expenses of their
alliance-building work.
Casa El Salvador (Tallahassee, FL) $800
toward printing and mailing their
newsletter and brochure, and for
the expenses of educational events,
fund raising, and recruitment for
their solar energy project in El Salvador.
Central America Sanctuary Alliance of
Delaware County (Media, PA)
$764 to fund the publication and
distribution of their newsletter for a
year.
CentroVision (Cambridge, MA) $600
to purchase a used computer and
modem in order to access PeaceNet
for information on Central America for use in their programs for
public access TY.
Committee in Solidarity with the Central American People (Eugene, OR)
$800 toward the purchase of a
computer.
Committee on Health Rights in Central America (San Francisco, CA)
Page Six

$775 to fund educational outreach
follow-up to their 10th Annual
North America-Nicaragua Health
Colloquium.
Committee on U.S./Latin American
Relations (Ithaca, NY) $750 to
cover the costs of printing and
mailing the Fall edition of their
newsletter.
Ecumenical Program on Central America & the Caribbean (Washington,
DC) $800 toward the printing
costs of a report on Guatemala.
El Salvador Peace Accords Coalition
(Cambridge, MA) $740 toward the
costs of printing and mailing their
.newsletter.
Guatemala News & Information
Bureau (Oakland, CA) $525 for
the purchase of a printer for their
computer and for an electric
stapler.
Haiti Communications Project
(Boston, MA) $800 toward the
expenses of their ongoing educational and networking program.
Haiti Focus (Cambridge, MA) $800 for
telephone expenses for a year for
this radio program.
Las Amates & the Garden State:
Rebuilding the New El Salvador
(Morristown, NJ) $800 toward the
salaries of interns, and for printing
costs.
Latin America News (Boulder, CO)
$800 toward the costs of distributing tapes of their radio programs,
and for stipends for correspondents.
National Central America Health
Rights Network (New York, NY)
$800 toward the purchase of a photocopier.
National Congress for Puerto Rican
Rights/Philadelphia Chapter (PA)
$800 toward printing and mailing
their newsletter, and for a membership drive and pledge campaign.
National Pledge of Resistance (Oakland, CA) $800 for producing and
mailing reports on visits to local
groups around the country, and for
materials to publicize a national
strategy meeting.
Neighbor to Neighbor/NY Chapter
(New York, NY) $800 toward the
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Members of Wise Fool Puppet Intervention with m
for community activists. Photo: K. Ruby.

purchase of a slide projector, and
for post-production expenses of a
slide show on coffee coops in El
Salvador.
Network in Solidarity with the People
of Guatemala (Washington, DC)
$800 toward the non-travel expenses of organizing speaking tours in
the U.S. of Guatemalan popular
movement leaders.
Nicaragua/Pomona Valley Friendship
Project (La Verne, CA) $600 to
produce their newsletter.
Philadelphia CISPES (PA) $275 toward
organizing the local part of a
national speaking tour of an
FMLN representative.
PhilaLink For Haiti (Philadelphia, PA)
$800 for a fax machine, and toward
the salary of a staff person.
Religious Task Force on Central America (Washington, DC) $1 SO* and
$650 toward the purchase of a
computer to replace their defunct
one.
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Loans 1993

duction of a multilingual information brochure to organize for voting rights for non-citizens.
Cape Cod Campaign for Civil Rights
(South Yarmouth, MA) $750 for
expenses of their project to develop
and support local groups working
against hate crimes.

New Road Community Development
Group of Exmore (VA) $800
toward the salary of a staff person.
Texas Alliance for Human Needs
(Austin) $600 toward expenses of
housing three interns for a year.
Women Against Violence (Norfolk,
VA) $800 for a program for African
American youth.

C.Ommunity Organizing/

.s created at a "Wise Fool School," a training program

Rio Maria Committee (Cambridge,
MA) $800 for the costs of sending
urgent action bulletins to supporters, encouraging them to send letters to Brazilian government officials protesting violence against
farmers, union organizers, and
church members.
TecsChange (Boston, MA) $800
toward the salary of a part-time
organizer.
Videoteca del Sur (New York, NY)
$800 to help defray advertising and
telephone costs for a series of seminars on Latin America and video.
Wisconsin Coordinating Committee on
Nicaragua (Madison) $800 (Salzman Endowment grant for 1992)
toward the expenses of organizing a
tour of the Midwest by a
Nicaraguan theatre group.

Civil Rights
Campaign for Voting Rights (Cambridge, MA) $800 toward the pro¼L 3, #3

Anti-racism

Cultural and Media

All Kinds of Families (Boston, MA)
$800 toward the expenses of their
Second Annual Celebration.
Acre Improvement Committee (Lowell,
MA) $610 for the expenses of a
Leadership Training Retreat.
Community Alliance for Bilingual Education (Chicago, IL) $800 to help
purchase a computer and a printer.
Community Land Trust ofWindham
(Willimantic, CT) $800 for educational and organizing work.
Concerned Citizens of Tillery (NC)
$150* toward transportation of
· low-income senior citizens to a
rally in the state capitol to protest
corporate hog farms in the area,
and $6 50 for the ongoing organizing expenses of that campaign.
Contact Center, ·Inc. (Cincinnati, OH)
$4 50 toward the printing of a new
brochure.
Delaware Valley Housing Coalition
(Philadelphia, PA) $800 for bus
transportation costs for shelter and
public housing residents to attend
demonstrations and hearings.
El Centro de Refugiados Centroamericanos (Plainfield, NJ) $275 toward
the production of their newsletter,
¼cinos.
HOPE Alive! (Pueblo, CO) $489 to
purchase a fax machine.
Ithaca Money (NY) $585 for a used
computer and art supplies, and for
printing additional Ithaca Money
currency.
National Alliance Against Racist &
Political Repression (New York,
NY) $800 for the purchase of a
laser printer and a cartridge.
National Network for Immigrant &
Refugee Rights (Oakland, CA)
$800 toward an outreach campaign
against employer sanctions.

Wise Fool Puppet Intervention (San
Francisco, CA) $670 to fund outreach mailings to community
groups and schools, offering the
group's training programs as a
resource.
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Environmental

All Peoples Coalition and Citizens for
Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping (Albuquerque, NM) $800 for a
door-to-door canvas of communities of color.
Bay Area Nuclear Waste Coalition
(Bolinas, CA) $275 toward outreach and fund raising materials.
Collective Seeds of Peace (Oakland,
CA) $750 for logistical costs of a
direct action encampment at the
proposed site of a radioactive waste
dump.
Concerned Area Residents for the Environment (Castile, NY) $800 for
the cost of advertisements in county newspapers.
Environmental Information Network
(Lakewood, CO) $800 for the production and mailing costs of their
newsletter.
Gateway Green Alliance (St. Louis,
MO) $800 to cover the costs of
their Orange Ribbon Project (to
Stop the Planned Times Beach
Dioxin Incinerator).
Hands Across the River Coalition (New
Bedford, MA) $800 for supplies,
equipment and postage for organizing against the location of an incinerator to burn toxic waste.
Gay and Lesbian
Citizen Soldier (New York, NY) $800
toward the production of a special
issue of their newspaper for Gls,
focusing on gays in the military.
continued on next page
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Gay and Lesbian
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Coalition of the Network for Battered
Lesbians, the Battered Lesbians
Support Project of Transition
House, and the Lesbian Caucus of
the Coalition of Mass. Battered
Women's Service Groups (Cambridge, MA) $800 to cover the
costs of a community forum on lesbian battering, and $175 for
expenses of making that event
accessible for the disabled.
Coalition for Positive Sexuality (Chicago, IL) $800 toward the production costs of their "Just Say Yes"
pamphlet for youth.
esto no tiene nombre (Miami, FL)
$800 toward production costs of an
issue of the magazine focusing on
Latina lesbian activism.
Houston Area Teen Coalition of
Homosexuals (Houston, TX) $275
toward the costs of producing a
brochure and a newsletter.
International Gay & Lesbian Human
Rights Commission (San Francisco,
CA) $800 toward printing and distributing their ''Action Alerts."
June Mazer Lesbian Collection (West
Hollywood, CA) $775 to purchase
a laser printer for their computer.
Lesbian Community Project (Portland,
OR) $650 toward the copying and
mailing costs of an information
program, "Project: Informed."
Military Law Task Force of the National Lawyers Guild (San Diego, CA)
$650 to cover the costs of producing, printing, and mailing an issue
of their newsletter, focusing on the
military's policy on homosexuality.
Network for Battered Lesbians (Boston,
MA) $800 toward the printing and
copying of materials for their multicultural outreach/education project.
Tri-State Alliance for Lesbians, Gays &
Bisexuals (Evansville, IN) $800
toward the purchase of a computer.

toward the expenses of organizing a
Labor Issues Seminar for workers.

and stipends for participants.
Athens AIDS Task Force (OH) $800 to
produce a low-literacy educational
brochure on HNIAIDS for use in
organizing in rural areas.
Caribbean-Latin America Support Project (New Paltz, NY) $800 for the
expenses of making their meetings
accessible for the disabled.
Human Rights Action for Health Care
(Washington, DC) $1 SO* toward
the expenses of a national rally.
Project on Women and Disability
(Boston, MA) $800 for a laser
printer.
Vermont AIDS Council (Montpelier)
$759 for the expenses of upgrading
their computer system.
Wobanaki (Missisquoi) $1 SO* for
the costs of installing a wheelchair
ramp for their office, and $450
toward the cost of renovating their
office bathroom to make it
accessible.
Working Classroom (Albuquerque,
NM) $800 for the expenses of a
pre-production editing workshop
for a bilingual play about AIDS.

New Directions Education Fund
(Woonsocket, RI) $800 toward the ·
expenses of printing a booklet on
"Jointness at G.M. - Company
Unionism in the 21st Century."
Roxbury Workers Support Committee
(MA) $150* for a mailing about a
fund raising event for the Greater
Roxbury Workers Association.
The Workplace Project (Hempstead,
NY) $800 toward the production
of printed materials on labor rights
and organizing for workers in Long
Island's Central American community.

Labor

Middle East

Black Workers for Justice (Rocky
Mount, NC) $800 (Cohen Memorial Endowment grant) for the
expenses of developing their
"Workers Want Fairness Campaign."
Farmworkers Democracy Education
Center (Sunnyside, WA) $800

Labor Committee on the Middle East
(San Francisco, CA) $800 to cover
the non-travel expenses of coordinating a national labor tour.
Middle East Peace Coalition
(Northampton, MA) $500 toward
the expenses of community meetings with Israeli and Palestinian
health care workers.

IMPACT, the Rank & File Newsletter
(Youngstown, OH) $800 toward
production costs of this newsletter.
Labor Art & Mural Project (New
Brunswick, NJ) $800 toward production costs of a color poster for
new members.
Lease Drivers' Coalition (New York,
NY) $275 toward the costs of producing their newsletter, In the

Driver's Seat.

Health/AIDS/Disability
Asian Pacific AIDS Council (Seattle,
WA) $800 for the organizing
expenses of "tea parties" on HNI
AIDS education for Vietnamese
refugee women, and for child care
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The Religious Task Force on Central America received a grant to help purchase a new computer.
Graphic: Lee Miller
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US Campaign to Free Mordechai
Vanunu(Mad~on,Wl)$750
toward the expenses of organizing
demonstrations at the Israeli
Embassy in Washington, DC and
at consulates around the US.
, Native Americans/Native Peoples
American Indian Environmental Council (Casa Blanca, NM) $800 for a
printer for their computer, and for
the costs of printing brochures.
Cape Codders Against Racism (East
Dennis, MA) $800 for the expenses
of their project in support of community organizing and political
action in the Mashpee Wampanoag
Tribe.
Committee of 500 Years of Dignity &
Resistance (Cleveland, OH) $275
toward organizing a demonstration
protesting the use of a Native ·
American image as a logo for the
Cleveland major league baseball
team.
The Free Association (Pahoa, HI) $800
toward the non-travel expenses of
organizing and hosting the "Peoples' International Tribunal Hawai'i
1993."
Honor Our Neighbors Origins &
Rights (Milwaukee, WI) $800
(Salzman Memorial Endowment
grant for 1993) for the purchase of
a photocopying machine.
International Indian Treaty Council
(San Francisco, CA) $800 toward
the expenses of their 15th Annual
International Conference.
Pro-Hawaiian Sovereignty Working
Group (Honolulu, HI) $800
toward the cost of printing their
newsletter.
Western Shoshone Defense Project
(Crescent Valley, NV) $800 for the
production costs of their newsletter.
Wobanaki (Missisquoi) $800 for producing a newsletter and for office
expenses.

NAFfA/EconomicJustice
Austin Peace and Justice Education
Fund (TX) $558 toward the cost of
printing an expanded edition of
their newsletter focusing on the
¼L 3, #3

Clergy and Laity Concerned "Youth for Justice" group marching in the annual Eugene Celebration Parade in
Sept., 1993. Photo: Marion Malcolm.

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
Brandywine Peace Community
(Swarthmore, PA) $700 for the
expenses of organizing associated
with their campaign for jobs, economic justice, and the economic
conversion of the Martin Marietta
Corporation.
Carolina Interfaith Task Force on Central America (Raleigh, NC) $275
toward organizing their Pilgrimage
for Peace & Life, which would
focus on the NAFTA and its effect
on the peoples of North Carolina
and Central America.
Cleveland Interreligious Task Force on
Central America (OH) $800 to
help with their publicity and educational campaign for an antiNAFTA rally.
.
Delaware County Pledge of Resistance
(Media, PA) $800 for the expenses
of staff-time and for printing and
postage for their coalition, the
Delaware County Fair Trade Campaign.
Fair Trade Committee/CASA (Cambridge, MA) $800 toward the
expenses of their anti-NAFTA project.
Mujer a Mujer (San Antonio, TX)
$750 toward the costs of translatRESIST Newsletter

ing into English a popular education manual focused on economic
restructuring from a gender perspective.
Tompkins/Cortland Labor Coalition
(Ithaca, NY) $800 toward the purchase of a laser printer for their
anti-NAFTA campaign.

Peace/Anti-militarism
American Friends Service Committee
Peace &Justice Youth Outreach
Program (Oakland, CA) $800
toward the purchase of a laser
printer or a lVNCR for their antimilitarism projects.
Alliance for Progressive Action (Pittsburgh, PA) $600 toward the purchase of a laser printer.
Appalachian Peace & Justice Network
(Athens, OH) $800 toward the
cost of printing and distributing
new publicity materials and for
their newsletter.
Central Vermont Branch, Women's
International League for Peace &
Freedom (N. Montpelier, VD
$600 to purchase 2 VCRs to duplicate tapes of their public access 1V
.programs for distribution to groups
and libraries.
continued on next page
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Peace/Anti-militarism
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Fellowship of Reconciliation/ Cape Cod
Chapter (Harwich, MA) $500
toward organizing an essay contest
for high school students.
Houston Committee for Youth & Nonmilitary Opportunities (Bellaire,
TX) $500 toward the cost of printing literature for school libraries,
counselors, and for literature racks.
Maine War Tax Resistance Resource
Center (Portland) $500 for the
expenses of their "Pledge to Refuse
and Resist War Taxes" project.
Midwest Committee for Military
Counseling (Chicago, IL) $150* to
help pay the back rent for their
office space.
Minnesota Peace & Justice Coalition
(Minneapolis) $600 toward production of their annual directory of
member groups.
Pax Christi New Orleans (I.A) $800
toward the start-up costs of an
alternative coffee house.
Peace & Justice Center of Eastern
Maine (Bangor) $800 toward the
purchase of a computer.
Peninsula Peace & Justice Center (Palo
Alto, CA) $744 for flyers and
postage for their monthly forums.
Project YANO (Encinitas, CA) $800
for typesetting and printing a Spanish translation of their directory of
local non-military and alternative
resources, and for staff expenses.
Student Action Union (Highland Park,
NJ) $800 toward rent and office
expenses for their project focusing
on the relationship of the US
Armed Forces, high schools, and
boards of education.
Washington Peace Center (DC) $800
toward the costs of producing a
new organizational brochure.
Prisoners/Criminal Justice

CURE-NH (Nashua, NH) $800 to
produce donor envelopes for a fund
raising campaign.
Dee Farmer & Associates (Littleton,
CO) $800 for production costs of
an HNIAIDS Prisoner Support
Packet and of a newsletter.
Greystone Newsletter (Baltimore, MD)
$650 to purchase a word processor
Page Ten

and supplies to produce this
newsletter.
League for Lesbian & Gay Prisoners
(Seattle, WA) $600 to hire a fund
raising consultant, and for the
expenses of producing their
newsletter.
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee
(Lawrence, KS) $600 toward the
non-travel expenses of organizing a
demonstration in Washington,

their fax and copying machines.
Students/Youth

Campus Action (Albany, NY) $275
toward the costs of production and
distribution of their Activist Directory.
Clergy & Laity Concerned (Eugene,
OR) $800 toward the expenses of
their Youth for Justice Program.
Delaware Valley Youth Organizing ProDC.
ject (Chester, PA) $800 toward the
Life-Long CURE Qamaica Plain, MA)
expenses of their Youthlink pro$800 for printing and mailing costs
gram
to involve high school stuof their newsletter, Life-Lines.
dents
in progressive community
Massachusetts Lifers Organization
groups.
(Norfolk, MA) $800 (Mike Riegle
Tribute grant) toward office
Women
expenses, and a word processor.
Murder Victims for Reconciliation
Appalachian Women's Guild (Tracy
(Liberty Mills, IN) $800 toward
City, TN) $456 for producing and
organizing for their Journey of
mailing their newsletter.
Hope throughout Indiana.
Born ofWoman (Occidental, CA)
Native American Prisoners Rehabilita$275 for printed material and
tion Research Project (Villa Hills,
toward staff salary for an educaKY) $275 toward the expenses of a
tional campaign about violence
survey ofU.S. prison systems to be
against women.
used to support legislation on
. Boston/Cambridge Area Clothesline
Project (Cambridge, MA) $700 for
Native American prisoners' religious rights.
postage, office supplies and materiPelican Bay Information Project (San
als, and for the costs of Spanish
translations of their literature.
Francisco, CA) $800 toward the
Dorchester Women's Committee (MA)
expenses of producing a special
$800 to defray the costs of a comissue of their newsletter, to focus on
puter, printer, software and coma civil rights trial and class action
puter training sessions for
suit by prisoners.
members.
Prison Legal News (Monroe, WA)
$800 toward the costs of expanding Federation of Feminist Women's Health
Centers (Sacramento, CA) $720
their newsletter from 10 to 16
for printing and mailing post cards
pages.
for the purpose of updating their
Prison Radio Project (San Francisco,
mailing list.
CA) $800 for the costs of distributKitchen Table: Women of Color Press
ing and advertising tapes of jour(Latham, NY) $800 toward the
nalist and death row prisoner
MumiaAbu-Jamal's radio comcost of printing a flyer about the
mentaries.
Press.
National Network of Abortion Funds
Prisoner Information Service (Sioux
(Hadley, MA) $800 toward the
Falls, SD) $600 toward the costs of
expenses of a national conference.
distributing their ''Aboriginal
St. Louis Fair Trade Committee (MO)
Handbook."
$800 for the expenses of a weekPrisoners With AIDS-Rights Advocacy
long dialogue between women
Group Qonesboro, GA) $800 for
from Nicaragua and Missouri on
the mailing costs of their newsletter
the
subject of women and commuand correspondence with prisoners.
nity-based economic development.
Robeson Defense Committee (PemSurvivors, Inc. (West Roxbury, MA)
broke, NC) $800 for supplies for
1
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$800 toward the expenses of a writ-

ing project for women on welfare
and women who are social service
case workers.
Somerville Committee on Stopping
Violence Against Women (MA)
$700 toward organizing expenses
for their march and rally.
Union of Palestinian Women's Associations (Chicago, IL) $800 for office
equipment and for a typewriter.
Vermont Women's Health Center
(Burlington) $800 toward the
expenses of educational forums on
health care.
Western New York Peace Center (Buffalo) $600 toward staff salary and
for resource materials for their
Nonviolence Conflict Resolution
project for women concerning
reproductive rights.
Women Against Imperialism (San Francisco, CA) $800 toward printing
and mailing costs of a poster about
the health hazards of Depo Provera,
and for advenising for the project.
Women and Cancer Project (San Francisco, CA) $275 toward the expenses of organizing their second annual Walk.
The Women's Alliance (Framingham,
MA) $600 for a printer for their
computer.
The Women's Union (Montpelier, VI)
$800 for child-care for low-income
women to attend meetings, and for
mailing updates of the meetings.

Loans
Black Workers for Justice (Rocky
Mount, NC) $1,000 for the
expenses of a direct mail fund rais.
.
mg campaign.
Donor Directed

National War Tax Resistance Coordinating Committee (Monroe, ME)
$1,258.75 for general expenses.

Grants $ 1()CJ,025.00
Donor Directed Grants $ 1,258.75
Total Grants $110,283.75
Loans $ 1,000.00

continued.from page five .

In honor 0£ ..In memoiy of
Over the years many of you have
sent donations to RESISf in honor of
someone you know, or in memory of
someone who has died. We've received
donations in honor of someone's wedding, to celebrate binhdays, holidays,
births; and as a form of war tax resistance. We have always been touched by
these gifts, and want to take this space
to acknowledge some of them publicly.
Ann Hartman and Joan Laird sent a
donation in honor of the 50th Wedding Anniversary of their good friends
Lila and Gordon Pelton, "who have
always resisted injustice in its many
forms"; Felice Yeske! and Felicia Mednick sent in a donation in honor of
Reena Kling and Miriam Bronstein, "as
they celebrate the varied commitments
they have in their lives .... " Ilene Ungerleider also honored Kling and Bronstein, "two wonderful woman whose
public commitment enriches us all."
Sarah Kahn sent in a donation
honoring the birthday of her dear
friend Ted Barto, and Gaia Mika sent
in a donation in honor of Peter and
Cynthia Mika. Margaret Bayer sent a
donation honoring the marriage of
Lenore Geigenbaum and Simon Klein.
Conyers Thompson sent a donation in
honor of Andrew Dwyer. Allan Troxler
sent in a donation to honor his parents
and the sister of his partner who died
many years ago.
It seemed that in 1993 many people died who touched our lives person-

ally, and we received a number of very
moving contributions in their memory.
Ron Capling, a RESIST pledge of
many years, well known by many
RESIST board members and Boston
activists, died during the summer.
Monique Van Gigch, his partner, continues to honor him and us, by remaining a RESIST pledge. Lucy Friedland
lost her partner Donna Crimans to cancer, and passed along to us a donation
made to Red Sun Press (where Lucy
works), by another progressive printer.
We are as touched by these acts of generosity, as we are saddened by the loss of
those we knew and who were so young.
Some other deaths can not go
unmentioned. Margaret Quigley and
her panner Susie Chancey O'Quinn,
died in August of 1993. Both had
worked at Political Research Associates
in Cambridge, and were on their way
down south when they were killed in a
car accident. Our hearts go out to their
friends and colleagues. RESISf pledge
Jackie Shearer died at the age of 46
from colon cancer (see our tribute to
Jackie in the February, 1994 issue of the
newsletter). Jackie should have had
years ahead of her to continue making
the important films that needed to be
made. We know she will continue to
inspire other filmmakers, as they think
to themselves, "what would Jackie have
said/done now?"
Michael Callen was not a RESISf
pledge, but we were supponers of his.
Michael was a long-time (12 years) surcontinued on next page

r-------------------------------------7
Join the Resist Pledge Program
·
We'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over
250Jo of our income. By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed ~nd dependa~le source of inco!Ile
on which we can bmld our grant makmg
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
· Pe
l d ge! We count on
become a Resist
you, and the groups we fund count on
us.

•

1

Yes! I would like to become a Resist:
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$_ _ _ _ / 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (monthly, bi-I
monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). I
Enclosed is my pledge contribution
of $.____
I
·
1
I can't join the pledge program just I
now, but here's a contribution to sup-I
port your work. $ _ _ _ _
1
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

•

l

•

I

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
1

I
.
Res1sl
I
_ ·- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ One Summer Slreel, Somerville, MA 02143 • (617) 623-S110 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
.

* indicates an E~rgmcy Grant
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vivor of AIDS, dying on December 27
in Los Angeles at the age of 38. He was
a member of the gay acappella group
"The Flirtations/' and helped start the
People with AIDS Coalition and New
York's Community Research Initiative.
He was one of the first vocal advocates
of a multi-issue approach to AIDS
organizing, and one of the first gay men
to stand up and acknowledge all the
work, energy, and knowledge lesbians
were bringing to the AIDS activist
movement. He was a visionary, and his
vision will be missed.
Beryl Present, the father of RESIST
supporter Amy Present, died this year,
and several people sent in donations in
his name. In responding to our condolences, Amy thanked us and added "on
a more upbeat note, I'd like to contribute to RESIST in honor of my
brother Rick's upcoming birthday."
Russell and Kathryn Erwin sent in a
donation in memory of Ruth Bacon
who died on March 28th. And Renee
Weitzner sent in a yearly donation in
memory of Dr. Rudolph von Abele. We
also received bequests from Arthur and
Annetta Sockol, as well as David
Kennedy.
George Salzman made a generous
donation to the Freda Friedman Salzman Endowment Fund, which had
been established earlier, in honor of his
late wife. Women's issues are a high priority for the fund, as well as groups
"dedicated to the purpose of supporting
organized resistance to the institutions
and practices that rob people of their
dignity as full human beings ... (giving) a
high priority to the efforts of Native
American peoples to resist cultural as
well as actual genocide." In 1993 we
gave out two grants from the Salzman
endowment, one to the Wisconsin
Coordinating Committee on Nicaragua
(Madison, WI), and the other to Honor
Our Neighbors Origins and Rights
(Milwaukee, WI). We gave a grant to
Black Workers for Justice (Rocky
Mount, NC) from our Arthur Ray-.
mond Cohen Memorial Endowment,
set up by his son, RESIST pledge Walter Cohen. RESIST's 1993 Mike Riegle
tribute grant went to the Massachusetts
Lifers Organization (Norfolk, MA).
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RESIST established this annual grant to
honor Mike's memory-he was a tireless supporter of prisoners' rights, gay
and lesbian liberation, and the progressive movement. Mike died in 1992 of
complications due to AIDS.
And on January 8, 1994, just as the
new year was beginning, Harry Chester
died. He was a RESIST pledge and a
personal friend of mine (RESIST staffer
Nancy Wechsler). Born H~inz Czeczowicka in Austria in 1912, Harry was
active in the Austrian Communist Party
as WWII started. He survived the
Holocaust by a combination of foresight, luck and help from his comrades
who insisted that he leave Austria
immediately. He is survived by his wife,
Alice, son Eric, and grandson, Jeffrey.
Kirk Schroeder, of Concerned Area Residents for
Harry remained an activist in this counthe Environment, gives a presentation on water
pollution during Earth Week at the Univenity
try, and when I met him he was
of Rochester, May 1992. Photo: CARE.
involved in the Human Rights Party Michigan's third party at the time. He scription to the newsletter, or send
taught me about the socialist revolu- them a gift of a RESIST T-shirt or
tionary Rosa Luxemburg, helped me sweatshirt. (We still have wonderful
through hard times, and though far 25th anniversary T-shirts available from being a Leninist, chided me, with black only.) Make a gift in a friend's
a smile on his face, as I told him I was name for her birthday, or a holiday, and
moving to Boston, "Lenin would not we'll send a card letting her know. Give
have let you leave Michigan right now, us the names of friends who might be
and he would have been right." Harry interested in RESIST, and we'll send
and I corresponded about the world sit- them a packet of information. Find out
uation right up until he died. I will if your employer has a matching gifts
program. Let activists in your area
miss him very much.
know about us, and encourage them to
apply for grants. If you live in the
How you can hdp .
RESIST is not an endowed founda- Boston area and have any time to voltion which invests its capital and gives unteer around the office, or are interestout the interest.* The amount of ed in an internship with us, give us a
money we have to give out depends on call.
,the generosity of our donors. Each and
Thanks, and thanks again
every contribution, no matter the
To all of you who sent in donaamount, is important to us. Be as gentions, applied for grants, or simply
erous as you can be in 1994. If _you
wrote us letters with your comments
would like a copy of our 1993 financial
and suggestions, we want to take this
statement, please call or write the office.
opportunity to say thank you. Your
Tell your friends about RESIST.
support meant a lot to us, and made it
Encourage them to subscribe to the
possible for us to do all we did in 1993.
newsletter and support our -grant-makAnd thank you, in advance, for all your
ing program. You can buy them a suhsupport, energy, ideas, and commit*We currently have two small endowments set ment during 1994.
up by individuals from which we give out two
grants each year. With these exceptions, RESIST
is a non-endowed foundation giving out grants
directly from the money we receive in contributions.
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Nancy Wechsler and
Tatiana Schreiber,
with help from Nancy Moniz,
Kate Gyllensvard and Louis Kampf
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